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Whether you are drilling or excavating, you 
could damage a buried utility line which could 
cost you money or your life.

WHAT WE DO

Our experienced personnel employ 
the latest location technologies and 
are able to locate a wide range of 
underground services, including:

»  Power Cables
»  Gas pipes
»  Sewer Pipelines
»  Fresh Water Pipes
»  Storm Water Pipelines 
»  Private Cable Networks
»  Telecommunication cables

Our comprehensive location service 
includes:

»  Obtaining the plans
»  Locating the services
»  Marking the site
»  Updating plans (if required)

Additional services available upon 
request:
» Mapping of all marked out services
» Arranging of Hydrovac
» CCTV
» Geophysical Ground Investigations
» Concrete Scanning
» Inspection and Condition Assessments
» STAND OVERS of excavating contractors, 

particularly where high capacity cable and 
pipeline are at risk.

ORANGE Electric, Lighting Cables

YELLOW Gas

PURPLE Telecommunications,   
 Alarm or Signal Lines

BLUE Water

PINK Storm water, Irrigation  
 and Drainage Lines

RED Waste Water (Sewer)

WHITE Proposed Excavation /  
 Unknown
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Vodafone New Zealand 
Fibre Optic 
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Storm water
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Street Lights
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Unknown

     Tolerance
The centre line 
marks the most likely 
position of the cable 
and the outlines note 
the region in which 
you may find the 
cable – Remember 
these are ONLY a 
guide and you MUST 
dig with care until 
you physically see the 
cable.

The thick orange line represents 
a buried power cable.



Every year, contractors in New Zealand 
damage buried utility lines on their 
jobsites resulting in costly repairs, 
lawsuits, injuries and even fatalities. 
Follow this guide to make sure you, your 
crew and your business are protected and 
digging safely.

STEP 1
Submit your locate request online or by phone.
Visit undergroundlocators.co.nz or call 0800 
425 622 to request that buried facilities be 
located and marked. Make sure you plan ahead 
and submit your request at least two full working 
days before you start your project.

You can request utility plans from Before U Dig 
on 0800 248 344 or you can request us to obtain 
them for you.

STEP 2
Wait for the locate to be completed. 
Our locator will contact you to arrange a time to 
meet and discuss your dig area, or they will locate 
and mark the buried utility lines on your jobsite 
when they are in the area. They will provide you 
with documentation explaining the markings and 
how to proceed safely. Locate documentation 
must be kept on site during your excavation.
“Respect the Marks”

STEP 3
Dig with care. Locator spray mark-out markings 
identify the approximate location of buried 
utilities. There is a 90% certainty the services will 
be in within 1 metre of the centre of these lines, 
but they indicate DIG WITH CAUTION at ALL 
TIMES. If you have questions about digging close 
to a utility, contact the utility owner directly.

Safe working practices should always 
be strictly followed when undertaking 
excavation work. 

These will include:

Excavating under permit control;

• Taking extra care when it is known that 
digging is taking place near a service;

• Not using a mechanical excavators or hand 
held power tools near to underground 
services and following the appropriate 
advised specific guidelines on the safety 
margins from each type of service;

• Hand digging alongside a service and 
then exposing it from the side, rather than 
exposing it from above mainly because 
greater control over hand tools can be 
made by working from the side in this way 
and the service is therefore less likely to be 
damaged);

• Always assuming an exposed service is 
live until it is confirmed that it has been 
disconnected and it has been proven to be 
safe at the point of work; and

• Never using exposed services as hand 
holds, foot supports or for any other kind of 
physical support, such as to prop-up tools or 
equipment or as 'steps' for helping to climb 
out of an open excavation.

Visit Undergroundlocators.co.nz 
for more information.


